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Abstract

Stigmatization of COVID-19 disease has been speculated due to misinformation about the

disease, fearing of contracting the infection, absence of available cure, and holding respon-

sibility for infecting others. We aimed to establish the prevalence of COVID-19 related

stigma and its association with empathic responding, in addition to exploring predictors of

stigma and testing intention among Jordanian people. A quantitative, descriptive and predic-

tive design was used and data were collected using a web-based survey from 1074 adults.

Findings showed that participants had high stigmatization against COVID-19 infection.

Higher empathic responding (both cognitive and affective), being a female participant, and

older age resulted in higher stigmatization. Only stigmatization of COVID-19 negatively pre-

dicted individuals’ intention for testing. These findings warrant intensive efforts from the Jor-

danian government on a local and national level to provide ongoing public education related

to several aspects of COVID-19 disease, in order to reduce or prevent the associated stigma

and increase people’s intention for testing.

Introduction

The 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has emerged as a worldwide pandemic. The rapid-

ness and aggressiveness of the coronavirus in inflicting people made it a serious and threaten-

ing global health issue. The COVID-19 by far has infected millions of people, resulting in

thousands of deaths worldwide [1]. Many aspects related to COVID-19 led to stigmatization of

the persons infected with the disease [2].

COVID-19 related stigma refers to a negative attitude towards those being infected or hav-

ing close contact with COVID-19 cases [3]. Sources of stigmatization include: misinformation

about the disease, fearing of contracting the infection, absence of available cure, and holding

responsibility for infecting others [4]. Such stigmatization can be manifested in humor-prone

stigma which creates an atmosphere of hatred and emotional protest against persons infected

with COVID-19. Organizational, residential, and apathetic stigma can be surfaced as well.

Organizational stigma is represented through refusing to treat COVID-19 suspected or
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infected cases and imposing individuals to self-quarantine, while residential stigma refers to

forcing those suspected or infected people to leave their homes. On the other hand, apathetic

stigma relates to lack of empathy towards family members, friends, or relatives once they are

infected with the illness [4]. Recent studies reported that persons discharged from quarantine,

individuals infected or suspected of having COVID-19, and people returning from oversees

experienced some form of stigmatization, where they were socially excluded, insulted, and ste-

reotyped [5]. In a study of households with at least one confirmed case of COVID-19, stigmati-

zation resulted in the reluctance of those families to disclose their coronavirus status to others

and to meet people after quarantine and isolation. They even avoided discussing their worries

and fears of COVID-19 to their family members [6]. Some survivors of COVID-19 even

reported being rejected by their neighbors, employers and landlords [7]. In a study comparing

levels of stigma among COVID-19 survivors and healthy controls in China, survivors reported

more overall stigma, resulting in social isolation and feelings of shame [8]. Another study from

Vietnam, found that 34% of healthcare workers felt stigmatized and in return, avoided contacts

with neighbors and others in the community, and 10% felt blameworthy by friends and rela-

tives [9].

COVID-19 Stigmatization may lead to harassment, bullying, discrimination, and loss of

social bonds and relationships. Health risks and psychological problems including depression

and suicide were also reported [4, 10]. About 24.3% of a combined sample of participants from

four low to middle income countries reported significant depressive symptoms (i.e., 11.1% for

Togo, 30.8% Haiti, 27% RDC, and 20.6% Rwanda) due to stigma associated with the pandemic

[11]. In Nigeria, COVID-19 stigmatization enacted by friends, colleagues, and residential com-

munities against frontline healthcare workers resulted in the experience of emotional trauma

and other psychological concerns among this group [12]. Stigma associated with COVID-19

may also cripple strategies aimed to control and prevent the spread of the pandemic as stigma-

tized people are less likely to disclose their health status [5], thus avoiding professional help-

seeking behaviors [13], and refusing to take COVID-19 test [2]. Understanding whether

stigma may impact COVID-19 testing is vital for identifying potential barriers for public health

efforts to increase testing and thus, contain the disease.

News media played a crucial role in the development and intensification of stigma against

health risks through intensifying the feelings of threat and fear against certain groups that were

identified with the spread of the disease [14, 15]. For example, Canadian news during SARS

outbreak contributed to the prejudice enacted against Chinese Canadians where fears and anx-

ieties were directed against them, merely for associating this group with the origin of the out-

break in Hong Kong [16]. Social media can magnify the stigma associated with certain risk

groups as news stories are shared thousands of times [17]. Moral panic, identified as periods of

intense concern about the behavior of a group that poses threat to the safety of other was wit-

nessed in COVID-19 pandemic. In Canada, individuals who were infected with COVID-19

were blamed for not following preventative measures. Those individuals were labelled “covi-

diots”, “irresponsible” “embarrassing” and careless [14]. In analyzing COVID-19-related

tweets posted between December 31, 2019, and March 13, 2020, approximately 25% of the

tweets had stigma-related content [18].

One factor that was found to reduce the effect of stigmatization is empathy. Empathy refers

to the individual’s ability to understand and engage in another’s emotional state [19]. There is

a consensus in the literature that empathy is composed of two components, cognitive and

affective. Cognitive empathy (CE) refers to the ability of taking the perspective of others and

understanding their emotional state; while the affective component deals with the emotional

response that is congruent with the other’s emotional state [19]. Research has shown that

empathy correlates negatively with stigma [20, 21]. The more empathy levels in terms of
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perspective taking and affective responding, the less stigma people may display [21]. High lev-

els of empathy are associated with caring and supportive interactions with others. In the case

of infectious diseases, empathy responding was associated with less avoidance of individuals

who were perceived as being at high risk for contracting the infection. Individuals with high

empathic responding were also found to engage in effective precautionary health behaviors to

avoid contracting the disease and minimize the spread of infection to others [22, 23].

Jordan, similar to other countries in the world, has been suffering from increased number

of COVID-19 cases which led the government to enforce several curfews beginning on March

21st, 2020. The intensive efforts of the Jordanian government to contain the disease through

implementing strict safety measures such as long and short periods of curfew, active testing for

suspected cases, closing schools and colleges and moving to home-based distance learning,

and institutionalization of infected individuals raised the hopes of Jordanian population to

have COVID-19 free country. Such hopes and strict measures led to stigmatization of COVID-

19 infected cases. The huge use of social media and the close social network among Jordanian

people, led to the publicity of the names of infected individuals who were blamed and stigma-

tized for contracting the disease. In one study, 64% of Jordanians showed stigmatization atti-

tudes towards infected people and their contacts [24]. Such stigmatization led to bullying

behaviors against infected cases and their associates. Jordanians believed that COVID-19

patients were highly bullied and a high percentage of the public enjoyed sharing patients’ iden-

tities or news on social media platforms [25]. Bullying behaviors were further extended to

those who were associated with the origin of the disease. East and Southeast Asian students in

one of the Jordanian public universities reported being bullied and stigmatized as a result of

associating their nationality with the origin and spread of COVID-19 [26]. The scope of the

aforementioned studies is limited in exploring the impact of COVID-19 stigmatization on Jor-

danians’ intention for testing and the role of individual’s empathy on stigma mitigation. Fur-

thermore, international literature focused mainly on identifying rates of COVID-19 stigma

and associated mental health consequences. The extent of stigmatization in those studies dif-

fered based on the county and population investigated. Mild stigma was reported among US

citizens (i.e., 11.2% - 4.5%) [10], while COVID-19 patients in China indicated moderate degree

of stigmatization [27]. On the other hand, healthcare workers providing care to dialysis

patients [28] and patients infected with COVID-19 [29] encountered high levels of perceived

stigma. According to Stangl and colleagues [30], stigma is considered context-specific which

requires understanding stigma in the given context. Therefore, the aim of this study was to

explore the prevalence of COVID-19 stigma and its impact on testing intention among Jorda-

nian people. It also aimed to investigate the relationship between individual’s empathy and

COVID-19 stigmatization. More specifically, this study was guided by the following research

questions:

1. What is the prevalence of COVID-19 stigma among the Jordanian public?

2. What is the relationship between COVID-19 related stigma and empathy?

3. What are the predictors of COVID-19 related stigma among Jordanian people?

4. What are the predictors of COVID-19 testing intention among Jordanian individuals?

Methodology

Design

A quantitative, cross-sectional, descriptive and comparative design was used in this study to

(a) explore the prevalence of COVID-19 related stigma, (b) investigate the correlation between
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COVID-19 related stigma and empathy, (c) examine predictors of COVID-19 related stigma,

and (d) examine predictors of COVID-19 intention for testing among Jordanian adults.

Sample and sample size

A convenience sampling procedure was used in this study. A total of 1074 Jordanian adults

whose age is 18 years and above was recruited electronically. The survey was created using

Google Forms which is an electronic survey, or more specifically a web-based survey to distrib-

ute the study questionnaire.

For sample size calculation, Daniel’s [31] formula was used to estimate the prevalence of

COVID-19-related stigma. The following parameters were used: (a) a precision rate of 3%, (b)

a 95% confidence interval (CI), and an average prevalence of 64% based on stigma prevalence

of COVID-19 among Jordanian people [24]. Based on these parameters, the estimated sample

size was 984 subjects.

Data collection procedure

The survey link was distributed through several social media websites along with an invitation

letter clarifying all aspects of the study including: the voluntary nature of the study, confidenti-

ality of information, its purpose, and elicited benefits and risks. An online consent form was

also developed and subjects were asked to read the consent form carefully and click on the

agree button if they were willing to participate in the study. To ensure the anonymity of partic-

ipants, the survey did not include any information that may lead to identify the identity of

potential subjects. Nor there was a possibility of identifying such information once the survey

was completed. Completed questionnaires were automatically saved on Google Forms which

is password protected and only accessible by the study authors. The study was approved by the

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Jordan University of Science and Technology, (# 325–

2020). Data collection started by July 2020 and ended by September 2020, yielding a total of

1074 responses.

Measures

1. Sociodemographic Data Sheet: participants were asked to complete a sociodemographic

data sheet containing participant’ age, gender, marital status, educational level, and income.

2. COVID-19-related stigma. This measure is an adaptation of the Stigmatization attitudes

towards people living with HIV (SAT-PLWHA-S) [32] that assesses attitudes of stigma

against individuals with HIV. Items were adapted to reflect the case of COVID-19 and

items that read "HIV individuals" in the original measure was changed to "COVID-19

patients". The instrument’s items represent several subscales including: a) concerns about

occasional encounters (e.g., being around someone who has COVID-19 does not bother

me); fear of personal contact (e.g., I can not be friends with someone who has COVID-19;

c) responsibility and blame (e.g., people infected with COVID-19 have only themselves to

blame); d) liberalism (e.g., the spread of COVID-19 is linked to the decline of moral com-

mitment to safety measures); e) discriminatory behaviors (e.g., if I had a roommate and dis-

covered he/she was infected with COVID-19 virus, it would not bother me); f)

confidentiality issues (I have to know if someone around me is infected with COVID-19

virus), and g) criminalization of transmission (e.g., transmitting COVID-19 virus is a

crime). The scale is scored on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4

(strongly agree). The scale has shown adequate psychometric properties [32].
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3. Interpersonal Reactivity Index [33]. This scale was used to measure individual’s cognitive

and affective empathy. Only the two subscales of this measure will be used; perspective tak-

ing and emotional concern as they apply to the study’s objectives. Each subscale is com-

posed of 7-items answered on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from “Doesn’t describe me

well” to “Describes me very well”. Reliabilities of these subscales were reported widely

above .70 [34].

4. Intention for testing. Participants were asked to indicate their intention to take up COVID-

19 testing on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 = very unlikely to 5 = very likely. This item is an

adaptation of the intention for HIV-testing item from Mo, Lou, and Fong [35].

The aforementioned instruments were translated using the procedures of Brisling [36] and

Chapman and Carter [37] for instrument translation. To ensure the reliability, validity, and

cultural sensitivity of the instruments, a bilingual professional editor translated the measures

form English to Arabic. After that, another bilingual professional editor back-translated the

instruments. The translation was accomplished with three main purposes: (a) having concep-

tual equivalence of the original measures, (b) having clear and simple language; and (c) no jar-

gon present. Furthermore, a panel of three experts in the area of instrument development and

validation were consulted. These experts reviewed the translated measures and reached a con-

sensus on the final version. Pilot-testing of the survey was conducted among 20 individuals

who verified the final version of it.

Analysis plan

The Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 24 was used for data entry and analysis.

Descriptive statistics of frequencies, means, range, and standard deviations were calculated to

describe participants’ demographics and empathy, in addition to the prevalence of Covid-19

related stigma. Pearson correlation was used to detect the relationship between COVID-

19-related stigma and empathy. Pearson correlation is used to assess the linear relationship

between two continuous variables [38] and in this research COVID-19 stigma and empathy

were both continuous variables. Hierarchal multiple regression was used to test whether par-

ticipants’ level of empathy could predict their stigma level above and beyond their gender, age,

marital status, income, and education. Hierarchal multiple regression was also used to predict

participants’ intention for COVID-19 testing, where sociodemographics and stigma subscales

were entered as predictors. Multiple regression is used when the dependent variable in the

regression analysis is continuous and the multiple independent variables are either continuous

or categorical [38]. In this study, the dependent variable of each regression analysis (i.e., stigma

in the first multiple regression analysis and intention for testing in the second multiple regres-

sion analysis) were continuous and the independent variables were either continuous or

categorical.

Results

Sample characteristics

A total of 1074 Jordanian adults (60.4% females) completed and returned the online survey.

The age group of 18–25 years constituted 39.7% of the total sample, followed by the age

group of 26–33 (20.1%). About 53.4% of participants were single and 56.1% had a BSN

degree. Regarding monthly income, 29.4% had a monthly income of between JD 300 to 500

(USD 423 to 705) and 29.1% had a monthly income less than JD 300 (less than USD 423)

(See Table 1).
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COVID-19 related stigma and empathy

The mean score of COVID-19 related stigma was 60.9 (SD = 7.84), ranging from 6–87. The

mean scores of the stigma subscales ranged from 4.95 to 13.59 with the subscales of liberalism

(M = 13.59, SD = 1.97, range 4–16), and criminalization of transmission (M = 6.76, SD = 1.19,

range 2–8) had the highest scores; while concerns about occasional encounter had the lowest

score (M = 4.95, SD = 2.07, range 1–12).

Using the Interpersonal Reactivity Index, the mean score of total empathy was 46.24

(SD = 5.77), ranging from 4–65. For cognitive empathy, the mean score was 24.51 (SD = 3.79),

ranging from 1–35 and that for affective empathy was 21.73 (SD = 3.07), ranging from 1–32.

Pearson correlation revealed a significant positive correlation between COVID-19 related

stigma and empathy total score (r = .20, p< .001). Further analysis showed a significant posi-

tive relationship between stigma total score and cognitive empathy (r = .18, p< .001) and

affective empathy (r = .16, p< .001). Results related to stigma and empathy total and subscales

are described in Table 2.

Predictors of COVID-19 related stigma

The hierarchal multiple regression results showed that the first model (containing participants’

gender, age, marital status, educational level, and income) significantly predicted COVID-19

stigmatization (F (5, 1015) = 10.48, p< .001, R2 = .044). However, the second model explained

more variability of stigma variance (F (7,1013) = 13.95, p< .001, R2 = 0.082). Approximately

8% of the variability in COVID-19 related stigma was accounted for by participants’ gender,

age, and cognitive and affective empathy, while other predictors of marital status, income, and

Table 1. Participants’ demographic characteristics (N = 1074).

Characteristic Subgroups n %
Gender Female 649 60.4%

Male 425 39.6%

Age 18–25 years 426 39.7%

26–33 years 216 20.1%

34–40 years 201 18.7%

41–50 years 138 12.9%

51–60 years 77 7.2%

Above 60 years 16 1.4%

Marital status Single 574 53.4%

Married 478 44.5%

Divorced 16 1.5%

Widow 6 .6%

Education Less than high school 49 4.6%

High school 55 5.1%

Diploma 78 7.3%

Bachelor 698 65.1%

Master or higher 194 18%

Family monthly income Less than JD300 ($423) 312 29.1%

JD301-500 ($424–705) 316 29.4%

JD501-700 ($707–988) 156 14.5%

JD701-1000 (989–1411) 139 12.9%

JD1001-1500 ($1413–2117) 78 7.3%

> 1500 ($2117) 73 6.8%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274323.t001
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education were not significant. More specifically, female participants (β = −.08, t (1013) =

−-2.80, p< .01), older age (β = .21, t (1013) = 5.43, p< .001), and higher cognitive and affective

empathy, (β = .12, t (1013) = 3.86, p< .001) and (β = .10, t (1013) = 3.27, p = .001), respectively,

resulted in higher COVID-19 related stigma. Table 3 shows the model fit.

Predictors of intention for testing

The results of the hierarchal regression model revealed that for the first model (containing

gender, age, marital status, educational level, and income) did not significantly predict partici-

pants’ intention for testing (F (5, 1018) = .816, p = .539, R2 = 0.004). However, the second

model showed that only stigma subscales significantly predicted intention for COVID-19 test-

ing (F (12, 1011) = 9.13, p< .001, R2 = 0.08). About 8% of the variability in participants’

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of stigma and empathy total and subscales (N = 1074).

M (SD) Median Range

Stigma Total 60.9 (7.8) 61 6–87

Concerns about occasional encounters 4.9 (2.07) 4 1–12

Fear of personal contact 5.4 (2.2) 5 1–12

Responsibility/ blame 11.0 (3.0) 11 1–20

Liberalism 13.5 (1.9) 14 4–16

Discriminatory behaviors 10.9 (2.2) 11 1–16

Confidentiality of testing 8.4 (1.4) 9 3–12

Criminalization of transmission 6.7 (1.2) 7 2–8

Empathy Total 46.2 (5.7) 46 4–65

Cognitive empathy 24.5 (3.7) 25 1–35

Affective empathy 21.7 (3.0) 22 1–32

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274323.t002

Table 3. Predictors of COVID-19 related stigma (N = 1,074).

Predictor DF SE t Value B P Value

Model 1 Gender 5 .383 -2.63 -1.00 .008�

Age 5 .179 5.40 .965 .000��

Marital status 5 .411 -.708 -.291 .479

Income 5 .138 -1.72 -.238 .085

Education 5 .220 -2.29 -.504 .022�

R2 = .049 rR2 = .044 F = 10.48

Model 2 Gender 7 .377 -2.807 -1.058 .005��

Age 7 .175 5.432 .951 .000���

Marital status 7 .404 -.942 -.380 .346

Income 7 .135 -1.794 -.243 .073

Education 7 .216 -1.818 -.393 .069

Cognitive empathy 7 .052 3.862 .202 .000���

Affective empathy 7 .065 3.277 .213 .001��

R2 = .088 rR2 = .082 F = 13.95

DF: Level of Freedom; SE: Standard Error; B: Regression Coefficient

� p < .05

�� p < .01

��� p< .001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274323.t003
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intention for testing could be explained by participants’ stigmatization of COVID-19. More

specifically, the subscales of concerns about occasional encounter (β = -.06, t (1011) = -1.99, p
= .04), fear of personal contact (β = -.07, t (1011) = -2.17, p = .03), and discriminatory behav-

iors (β = -.08, t (1011) = -2.27, p = .02), negatively predicted intention for testing. On the other

hand, liberalism (β = .17, t (1011) = 4.08, p< .001) and criminalization of transmission (β =

.12, t(1011) = 3.53, p< .001) significantly and positively predicted intention of COVID-19 test-

ing. Table 4 shows the model fit.

Discussion

The findings of the current study revealed that Jordanian adults had high stigmatization

against COVID-19 infection. This is also indicated by the high mean scores of the liberalism

and criminalization of transmission subscales. More specifically, individuals viewed that the

Jordanian community needs to have a strong commitment to adhere to the protective mea-

sures that are taken on personal and governmental level to protect against COVID-19 trans-

mission. They also viewed individuals who are not adherent to COVID-19 preventative

measures and transmit the infection to others as criminals. Interestingly, our findings also

showed that the sample had high empathic abilities, both cognitive and affective and they were

positively correlated with COVID-19 associated stigma. In addition to having cognitive and

affective empathy as significant predictors of stigma, female participants and those of older age

also predicted COVID-19 stigmatization.

In the current study, only stigmatization of COVID-19 predicted individuals’ intention for

testing. Participants who fear personal contact and had concerns of being in contact with

Table 4. Predictors of COVID-19 intention for testing (N = 1,074).

Predictor DF SE t Value B P Value

Model 1 Gender 5 .051 1.266 .064 .206

Age 5 .024 .272 .006 .786

Marital status 5 .055 . 690 .038 .490

Income 5 .018 -.447 -.008 .655

Education 5 .029 -1.180 -.034 .238

R2 = .004 rR2 = .001 F = .816

Model 2 Gender 12 .049 .740 .036 .459

Age 12 .023 .409 .010 .682

Marital status 12 .052 .638 .333 .524

Income 12 .018 -.268 -.005 .788

Education 12 .028 -1.436 -.040 .151

Concerns about occasional encounter 12 .013 -1.997 -.025 .046�

Fear of personal contact 12 .012 -2.173 -.026 .030�

Responsibility/blame 12 .009 -1.082 -.009 .280

Liberalism 12 .014 4.808 .069 .000���

Discriminatory behaviors 12 .014 -2.271 -.033 .023�

Confidentiality of testing 12 .018 1.887 .033 .059

Criminalization of transmission 12 .023 3.539 .080 .000���

R2 = .098 rR2 = .087 F = 9.31

DF: Level of Freedom; SE: Standard Error; B: Regression Coefficient

� p < .05

�� p < .01

��� p< .001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274323.t004
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infected patients were more reluctant to undergo COVID-19 testing. Discriminatory behaviors

also resulted in individuals being more deterrent in testing for COVID-19. On the other hand,

liberalism or bearing values regarding COVID-19 preventative measures and criminalization

of transmission of those who are not committed to the safety measures, positively affected par-

ticipants’ intention for testing.

Social stigma associated with COVID-19 has been reported in the literature, with rates vary-

ing between mild to severe levels of stigmatization. For instance, mild stigmatization towards

COVID-19 patients was reported among US citizens [10] and 25% of COVID-19-related

tweets posted between December 31, 2019 and March 13, 2020, had stigma-related content

[18]. On the other hand, patients infected with COVID-19 in China indicated moderate level

of being stigmatized [27]. Our findings are in line with those studies reporting high rates of

COVID-19-related stigma such as those conducted among dialysis staff [28] and healthcare

workers providing care to COVID-19 patients [29]. High stigmatization attitudes were also

reported among Jordanian individuals towards infected people and their contacts [24]. Stangl

and colleagues [30] argued that stigma is context specific and thus, the status of COVID-19

pandemic during our data collection may explain the high levels of stigmatization concerning

COVID-19. During that time, the curve of infected cases in Jordan was low compared with

other countries and the country was under curfew/quarantine in an attempt to contain the dis-

ease transmission. Furthermore, the government imposed strict measures for containing the

disease including wearing face mask and social distancing. Therefore, these imposed measures

and the hopes of the Jordanians to have COVID-19 free country, led people to highly stereo-

type, harass, and bully those who are infected and their associates. Bullying behaviors were evi-

dent against East and Southeast Asian university students residing in Jordan during the

pandemic due to the association of the origin and spread of the disease to their nationality

[26]. Furthermore, a high percentage (i.e., 86.9%) of Jordanians believed that people in Jordan

excessively bullied patients infected with COVID-19 [25]. Those reasons explain the high

score of the liberalism subscale (which included items related to the implementation and

adherence to COVID-19 protective measures) and criminalization of transmission subscale.

We would expect that high empathic responding would result in less social stigmatization.

Understanding what others are feeling by adopting their perspective and responding in supportive

ways (empathic responding), has been associated with less stigmatization of individuals with infec-

tious and non-infectious diseases including HIV [39, 40] and mental disorders [20, 41], respec-

tively. However, our data indicated the contrary; our participants who reported high empathic

responding had higher COVID-19 social stigmatization and this may relate to the high contract-

ibility and possible lethality of the disease, in addition to the uncertainties surrounding the disease

nature. Furthermore, empathic responding in our study assessed trait empathy and did not target

empathic responding towards individuals with suspected or infected cases of COVID-19. Current

literature is lacking on the role of empathy on stigma in the context of COVID-19, therefore, future

research needs to address the relationship between these two concepts.

Our study showed that female participants had higher COVID-19 social stigmatization

than males. Gender differences in disease-related stigmatization have been reported in studies

of HIV and mental illness, but not in the context of COVID-19. The literature inferred from

those studies, showed that men rather than women had higher stigmatization [42–44]. For

example, in the context of mental illness, women desired less social distance than men from

individuals diagnosed with mental illness [42, 43] and had better attitudes towards individuals

with HIV [44]. It is gender roles than gender per se that affects gender differences in stigma.

Sandelowski and colleagues [45] explain that women tend to make a decision based on pre-

serving social relations and moral identities, prioritizing others’ needs and welfare, and pre-

venting harm to others. Therefore, it is not surprising that our female participants held higher
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social stigmatization of COVID-19 than men, given the threats this disease impose on the lives

of female associates (i.e., her family). Women are found to take COVID-19 more seriously and

follow safety measures better than men and this is due to women’s tendency to feel responsible

about their family’s health [46]. Available studies showed that women experienced more fear

and worry of being infected with COVID-19 and had higher risk perception of being infected

compared to men [47, 48].

Our findings of the association between increased age resulting in higher COVID-19 stig-

matization, is congruent with available research. Older people in the general population of

China [49] and older healthcare workers [29] were more likely to endorse stigmatization atti-

tudes to patients with COVID-19. Krendl and Wolford [50] explain that older adults tend to

believe that individuals with undesirable condition holds responsible and accountable for their

condition. Old age has also been reported as one of COVID-19 risk factors [2] which may

explain the tendency to stereotype individuals infected with COVID-19, stemming from their

fear of contracting the infection and dealing with its adverse outcomes.

The current study revealed that stigmatization of COVID-19 resulted in participants’ reluc-

tance in undertaking COVID-19 testing. Similar findings were reported from a study con-

ducted on a sample of United States adults where greater COVID-19 stereotypes led to

participants’ unwillingness and hesitancy to seek a COVID-19 test [51]. More specifically,

intention for testing in this study was negatively associated with fear of personal contact, if

concerns of occasional encounter were not suspected, and if the participant lacked liberal

views (i.e., had discriminatory behaviors). It seems that participants who feared personal con-

tact and avoided occasional encounter of confirmed and previously infected individuals with

COVID-19, have lower perception of risk, which justifies their unintentionality for testing. In

their study of HIV intention for testing among the general population in Thailand, Musumari

and colleagues [52] reported that the major reason for not testing was the perception of having

no or low risk of being infected with HIV. Discriminatory behaviors as indicated by the nega-

tive views regarding the right of individuals who were infected with COVID-19 to resume

their life after they get cured, was negatively correlated with intention for testing. Such strict

attitudes implicate higher stigmatization towards individuals infected with COVID-19 and

thus the fear of similar stigmatization if being in similar position, explains participants’ reluc-

tance to undertake the testing. On the other hand, participants who held positive values (liber-

alism) regarding COVID-19 safety measures and viewed the transmission of infection as a

criminal act, had higher intention for testing. Such attitudes may be explained by participants’

high perception of the seriousness and negative consequences the COVID-19 infection may

inflict on their lives and those of their associates. In line with models of health believes and

behaviors [53, 54], perceived threat of disease has been associated with taking health precau-

tions in response to SARS [23] and West Nile [55] and vaccination uptake against H1N1 [56].

Limitations

This study is considered the first to investigate COVID-19 related stigma in association with

the public’s empathy and intention for testing, however, this study has some limitations. The

data collection occurred at one-time point and relied on self-report measures of the study vari-

ables. Assessing the magnitude of social stigma related to COVID-19 among the public over

time where changes in infection rate occur is needed. Furthermore, this study measured trait

empathy and it would be of interest to see if differences in COVID-19 related stigma in rela-

tion to state empathy is found. Future research would also benefit from studying social stigma-

tization amid COVID-19 employing a variety of research designs (i.e., qualitative and mixed

method design).
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Conclusion and implications

The current study aimed to investigate the prevalence of COVID-19 stigmatization and its

relationship with individual’s empathy, in addition to explore predictors related to individual’s

stigma and intention for COVID-19 testing among Jordanian people. The findings show that

stigmatization against contracting COVID-19 is high among the Jordanian public. Several

strategies can be taken by the government in Jordan to combat such stigmatization, especially

stigma was shown to affect people’s testing intention and resulted in lower empathy towards

COVID-19 patients. Educational anti-stigma interventions through presenting factual infor-

mation and correcting misinformation or contradicting the prevailing negative attitudes and

behaviors regarding COVID-19 is essential. Educational campaigns can be designed and tar-

geted at any level from local to national to provide factual and up to date accurate information

of the disease. Educational campaigns by the Jordanian government can be delivered either

face to face by health professionals or via social media since the latter is considered a viable

vector in intensifying public stigmatization of COVID-19.
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